
 
“#1DayWorkWeek – Join The Revolution!” 

Official Compensation Plan As of 5/28/2018 

 

From the Desk of J. Joshua Beistle, CEO 

The 1DayWorkWeek was forged out of marketplace necessity.  20 years ago, if you had a business and 

wanted more customers, all you had to do was call your local Yellow Pages and order a bigger ad. 10 years 

ago, the marketplace shifted, and it became strongly advisable to build a website or a blog. Today, because 

the internet has changed and society itself has changed, you MUST have systems in place to help automate 

your online business, “Funnelize” your marketing, and have the skills to drive targeted traffic on demand. 

Our products and services have been carefully built from the ground up to help internet marketers, affiliate 

marketers and network marketers work more efficiently, get better results and most importantly – GET 

BACK THEIR TIME! 

I have personally sold our products and services with NO MENTION WHATSOEVER of our 

affiliate/compensation plan. Since our products and services are consumable, exclusive and fill a much-

needed void in the marketplace, affiliate programs based upon them offer lucrative ways to make legitimate 

income with actual products and services. 

Understanding that ABSOLUTELY ALL commissions made in this program are based on the sale of our 

products and services and NOT recruiting is CRUCIAL. You do NOT earn commissions from recruiting other 

affiliates into 1DayWorkWeek. You can, however, earn Coded Bonuses on product sales from the affiliate 

organization you build here. 

1DayWorkWeek affiliates are NOT required to purchase any of our commissionable products or services. 

1DayWorkWeek customers are NOT required to participate in our optional affiliate program. 

You can earn Fast Start Commissions and Personal Commissions beginning immediately – with NO 

personal, customer or team volume requirements.  To earn Coded Bonuses through our Lightning Leverage 

Compensation Plan, you must be Powerline Qualified at the product level, which can be achieved through 

personal sales volume (PV), customer sales volume (CV) or team sales volume (TV). 

Anyone who purchases 1) a commissionable product or service from 1DayWorkWeek AND 2) opts to join 

our optional affiliate program will be required to demonstrate that they already have a business other than 

1DayWorkWeek (i.e. a network marketing company you are a distributor for, or an affiliate program such as 

clickbank.com; this will be known as your Primary Business) or are planning on starting a business other 

than 1DayWorkWeek. BOTH steps are required to take part in our commission structure. Customer volume 

and affiliate-to-customer ratio requirements must also be met. 

 

  



Our Products 
 

1. Starter: Price: $49.99 per month, plus a one-time $50.00 setup fee1 
 

Our Flagship Product is a “Ready-Out-Of-The-Box” company and product-independent marketing 

system/funnel.  Start converting cold traffic into leads and leads into prospects with nearly 30 

minutes of exclusive content.  Starter members also gain immediate access to our VIP Marketing 

Center – a human supported, socially connected contact management system -- to help even 

brand-new marketers turn prospects into warm relationships and their list into a “tribe”.  Need 

traffic? The VIP Traffic Center has you covered.  Need support? Join our LIVE Q&A calls with top 

marketers. 

 

Fast Start Commission: $25.00 paid 1st month only (paid to the Direct Sponsor) 

Personal Commission: $5.00 per month beginning the 2nd month for the life of the customer’s Starter 

Membership (paid to the Direct Sponsor) 

Coded Bonuses: $25.00 paid 1st month (paid to the Starter Powerline Sponsor) & $15.00 per month 

beginning the 2nd month for the life of the customer’s Starter Membership (paid to the “Starter” Powerline 

Sponsor) – see Lightning Leverage below 

 

2. Inner Circle: Price: $149.99 per month, plus a one-time $50.00 setup fee1 
 

The perfect complement to the Starter, our Inner Circle INCLUDES everything in our Starter 

package plus gives you access to our LIVE Monthly Marketing & Mindset web classes. 

 

Fast Start Commission: $50.00 paid 1st month only (paid to the Direct Sponsor) 

Personal Commission: $20.00 per month beginning the 2nd month for the life of the customer’s Inner 

Circle membership (paid to the Direct Sponsor) 

Coded Bonuses: $50.00 paid 1st month (paid to the Inner Circle Powerline Sponsor) & $80.00 per 

month beginning the 2nd month for the life of the customer’s Inner Circle membership (paid to the “Inner 

Circle” Powerline Sponsor) – see Lightning Leverage below 

 

3. Funnel Lifestyle: Price: $600.00, one-time payment, no monthly fees (Does 

NOT include Starter or Inner Circle membership)1 
 

Put Your Business on Autopilot Using Funnels and Automation So You Can Spend MORE Time 

Enjoying Life. 

 

Fast Start Commission: $100.00 (paid to the Direct Sponsor) 

Coded Bonus: $300.00 (paid to the “Funnel Lifestyle” Powerline Sponsor – see Lightning Leverage 

below) 

 

                                                           
11DayWorkWeek.biz offers a 30-day satisfaction guarantee on all initial fees paid to the company. All subsequent fees are nonrefundable. 
When a refund is requested by an Affiliate or Customer the bonuses and commissions attributable to the refunded service will be deducted 
from the Affiliate who received bonuses or commissions on such sales. Deductions will occur in the month in which the refund is given and 
continue every pay period thereafter until the commission is recovered. 
To cancel your subscription or request a refund on your order, please submit a support ticket to https://myphoneroom.kayako.com/ or email 
jay@1dayworkweek.com or phone our support center at (800) 222-8289 



4. Traffic Kings: Price: $1,300.00, one-time payment, no monthly fees (Does 

NOT include Starter or Inner Circle membership)1 

 
The ULTIMATE Traffic Training Course to Drive a Tsunami of Targeted Visitors & Explode Your 

Business:  We Cover Paid + Organic + Local + Social + PPC + Solos + Safe Lists & More. 

 

Fast Start Commission: $200.00 (paid to the Direct Sponsor) 

Coded Bonus: $700.00 (paid to the “Traffic Kings” Powerline Sponsor – see Lightning Leverage below) 

 

5. “All In”: Price $1999.99, one-time payment (includes Inner Circle 

membership, which rebills monthly at $149.99, beginning 30 days after 

purchase)1 
 

Includes Funnel Lifestyle, Traffic Kings & Inner Circle. 

 

Fast Start Commission: $350.00 (paid to the direct sponsor) 

Personal Commission: $20.00 per month beginning the 2nd month for the life of the customer’s Inner 

Circle membership (paid to the direct sponsor) 

Coded Bonuses: $1,050 Total Pay Out: $700 to the Traffic Kings Powerline Sponsor, $300 to the 

Funnel Lifestyle Powerline Sponsor & $50.00 to the Inner Circle Powerline Sponsor for the 1st month & 

$80.00 per month beginning the 2nd month for the life of the customer’s Inner Circle membership (paid to 

the “Inner Circle” Powerline Sponsor) – see Lightning Leverage below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTE: ALL product payments, such as Starter monthly fees, Inner Circle monthly 

fees or additional, optional product program addons, such as choosing to upgrade Starter or 

Inner Circle with Funnel Lifestyle, Traffic Kings, or All In AFTER your initial purchase will be 

billed to an account of your choosing, such as a credit card, debit card or bank account. Fees for 

ANY product purchases will NOT be deducted from compensations, bonuses or any other 

incentive offered to affiliates herein. 



 

Our copyrighted and proprietary Lightning Leverage Compensation Plan allows qualified affiliates to earn 

Coded Bonuses of $15, $25, $50, $80, $300, $700… even $1,050 over and over to unlimited width and 

unlimited depth on an infinite number of Powerlines based on customer sales volume. 

You can earn Coded Bonuses on personal sales and team sales. Thus, combined with Fast Start 

commissions you could earn up to $1,400 on personally enrolled customers. ($350 Fast Start + $1,050 

Coded Bonus) 

There are 4 types of Powerlines: Starter Powerlines, Inner Circle Powerlines, Funnel Lifestyle Powerlines 

and Traffic Kings Powerlines. 

Qualification for each type of Powerline is independent and is achieved through personal sales volume (PV), 

customer sales volume (CV) or team sales volume (TV) of that product type.  For instance, only Inner Circle 

sales volume can be counted to help an affiliate become Inner Circle Powerline Qualified. 

Once you become Powerline Qualified at the Starter or Inner Circle Level, monthly membership products, 

your PV or CV or TV that counted toward your initial qualification must be maintained or replaced.  For 

example, if you enrolled two customers on the Inner Circle to become Inner Circle Powerline Qualified, you 

must make sure those customers remain active or replace them with new customers.    

Each customer is assigned a Direct Sponsor to manage the flow of Fast Start Commissions and Personal 

Commissions and each customer is also assigned a Powerline Sponsor for each product type they purchase 

to manage the flow of Coded Bonuses that result from that product type. 

Each affiliate (no purchase is required) that becomes Powerline Qualified is also assigned a Powerline 

Sponsor for each product type they become Powerline Qualified for to manage the flow of Coded Bonuses 

that result from that affiliate’s future sales volume of that product type.  No Coded Bonuses are earned from 

recruiting, only from product sales. 

You become the Powerline Sponsor and earn the Coded Bonus on your FIRST customer sale after 

becoming Powerline Qualified at that product level. 

Example: You become Inner Circle Powerline Qualified and enroll John Smith as an Inner Circle member.  

You are assigned as John Smith’s “Inner Circle” Powerline Sponsor and earn the $50 Coded Bonus 

because he is your FIRST customer at the Inner Circle level after becoming Inner Circle Powerline qualified. 

(plus, you earn another $50 in Fast Start Commissions since you are John Smith’s Direct Sponsor) Because 

Inner Circle is a monthly membership, you also earn all future monthly Coded Bonuses generated from 

John’s Inner Circle Membership. 

There are no “pass ups” in our system.  If you are an active affiliate in good standing and you enroll a 

customer, YOU BECOME that customer’s Direct Sponsor for the life of that customer. 

Coded Bonuses on Personally Enrolled Customers: You will automatically become the Powerline 

Sponsor of your 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th – 15th, 17th – 25th… (9 to you then 1 rolls up, and so on) personally enrolled 

customers at each product level you are Powerline Qualified for at the time the customer purchases that 



product and you will earn the Coded Bonuses on those customers purchases. YOU GET PAID! 

(and you GET PAID FIRST!) 

Your 2nd, 4th, 6th, 16th, 26th every 10th thereafter personally sponsored customers (or rolled up customers) will 

be assigned a Powerline Sponsor from your upline to manage where the Coded Bonus is paid.  (However, 

you will ALWAYS be your customer’s Direct Sponsor and earn ALL the Fast Start Commissions and 

Personal Commissions on that customer if you and your personally sponsored customer remain active and 

in good standing). 

Personally enrolled affiliates who become Powerline Qualified will also be assigned a Powerline Sponsor in 

similar fashion, if they land as your  1st or 3rd or 5th or 7th – 15th or 17th – 25th… (9 to you then 1 rolls up and 

so on) then you become their Powerline Sponsor, if they land as your 2nd or 4th or 6th or 16th or 26th (or any 

10th thereafter) they will be assigned a Powerline Sponsor from your upline to manage where the Coded 

Bonuses are paid on their future sales volume. 

Coded Bonuses on Customers from Personally Enrolled, Unqualified Affiliates: This is where the 

Lightning Leverage truly begins.  Each affiliate that joins under you must work to become Powerline 

Qualified and to do that, they must bring your organization sales volume.  Prior to becoming Powerline 

Qualified on a particular product level, their front-line sales of that product counts as YOUR customer for 

Coded Bonuses (they still earn Fast Start Commissions and personal commissions).  So, if that customer 

falls in as one of your 1st or 3rd or 5th or 7th – 15th or 17th – 25th… (9 to you, then 1 rolls up and so on) then 

YOU become that customer’s Powerline Sponsor and earn the initial Coded Bonus! YOU GET PAID! 

Coded Bonuses on Customers from Personally Enrolled Powerline Qualified Affiliates: Once that 

affiliate becomes Powerline Qualified at a particular product level they are assigned a Powerline Sponsor to 

manage the flow of Coded Bonuses from their future sales volume. If they land on your 1st or 3rd or 5th or 7th 

– 15th or 17th – 25th… (9 to you, then 1 rolls up and so on) then you become their Powerline Sponsor for the 

product level they qualified for and the Coded Bonuses from their 2nd, 4th, 6th, 16th, 26th every 10th thereafter 

personally sponsored customers ROLL UP TO YOU FIRST and you will become that customer’s Powerline 

Sponsor YOU GET PAID! 

Or if that customer lands as your 2nd or 4th or 6th or 16th or 26th or any 10th thereafter they will qualify you (so 

you get paid on the next sale) and then roll upline. 

Coded Bonuses on Customers from NOT Personally Enrolled Powerline Qualified Affiliates: Each 

affiliate in your organization that you become the Powerline Sponsor for will be rolling up their 2nd, 4th, 6th, 

16th, 26th every 10th thereafter personally sponsored customers in your direction, and if you become that 

customer’s Powerline Sponsor, then YOU GET PAID! 

Each customer in your organization that you become the Powerline Sponsor for earns you Coded 

Bonuses and YOU GET PAID! 

As you can see this happens FAST and is highly leveraged in that you can become the Powerline Sponsor 

for customers down infinite depth and each Powerline Qualified Affiliate may bring you other Qualified 

Affiliates who are rolling up Coded Bonuses to you! 

Coded Bonuses From 4 Different Powerline Types: Another powerful feature of Lightning Leverage is the 

4 types of Powerlines.  If a customer in your organization purchases “All In” from an affiliate that is only 

Powerline Qualified at the “Inner Circle” Level, that customer may be coded with YOU as their Powerline 

Sponsor for both Funnel Lifestyle and Traffic Kings if you ARE qualified at those levels, so you just earned 

BOTH Coded Bonuses totaling $1,000 – YOU GET PAID! 

(the Powerline unqualified affiliate who referred this customer ALSO STILL GOT PAID - They received the 

Fast Start Commissions & the Personal Commission for that customer!) 



Monthly Recurring Coded Bonuses from Starter Powerlines & Inner Circle Powerlines: If a customer 

is coded with you as their Powerline Sponsor on a product that pays monthly Coded Bonuses, you will 

ALWAYS get paid those monthly Coded Bonuses as long as they remain an active member on that 

subscription and you remain Powerline Qualified at that level. YOU GET PAID OVER AND OVER! 

 

Important Note: If you are Inner Circle Powerline Qualified, you are AUTOMATICALLY Starter 

Powerline Qualified and are eligible for BOTH types of Coded Bonuses! 

 

Affiliate Program and Participation 
The Affiliate Program is optional and is not a product, but rather part of the administrative process.  The 

Affiliate Program allows an individual who has chosen to participate to sell products and earn commissions 

on those product sales.  Additionally, it gives the affiliate access to tools, marketing data, etc. and supplies 

an in-house merchant account for commission payouts.  The monthly administrative fee is $19.99 and will 

be billed every 30-days, until canceled by the affiliate.  Additionally, the monthly fee is non-refundable.  Only 

the initial payment of $19.99 may be refunded within 30-days as established by the Refund Policy.   

All subsequent monthly payments are non-refundable.   

1DayWorkWeek reserves the right to change the membership fee at any time. 

To achieve affiliate status, you must: 

Be at least 18 years old; 

Execute this affiliate agreement digitally in your back-office and agree to changes in this document as they 

arise; 

Agree to our Terms of Service; 

Activate your affiliate center with the monthly $19.99 administrative fee. Generate the required product sales 

to activate the commission structure on EACH PRODUCT. This can be done by either: 

a) Purchase the product for your own personal use and maintain a subscription to that product if it has a 

monthly fee 

b) Generate one qualifying sale of that product. (Again, compensation for each product is activated 

separately.) 

(If you have completed the other 2 steps to activate the commission structure, your affiliate application will 

be activated to begin receiving commissions under the compensation plan for that product with your first 

sale.) 

The compensation plan is initiated when a product is activated either through personal use or product sale; 

you receive no benefit for referring or recruiting affiliates. 

It should be noted that if the product in question is a monthly subscription, you must maintain that 

subscription either through purchasing it for your own personal use or maintaining one active member 

subscription. You will then be activated to participate in the full commission structure with your next sale of 

that product and receive commissions immediately. 



Many affiliates choose to purchase the product for their own personal use, to help them promote their own 

business outside of 1DayWorkWeek and to aid them in understanding the value and sales message. 

However, purchasing a product is not required to activate a compensation plan on any 1DayWorkWeek 

system or product. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 1DayWorkWeek operates on a principle where your customers make payments 

directly through an approved payment method. To participate in the 1DayWorkWeek Compensation Plan, 

you have to activate one or more methods of receiving payment in the profile area of your back-office. 

Please note: If any of the above requirements are not met, you will not qualify to receive commissions for 

that particular product/or any of them, depending on which step is missed, (Example: it is not possible to be 

paid without an activated payment method), you will not qualify under the commission plan for that product, 

and all commissions and powerline sales will pass over you to the next qualifying affiliate. If you have 

purchased a product, and do not meet any of the rest of the criteria, you will be classified as a “customer 

only” and all commissions and affiliate powerlines will be assigned to the next active referring affiliate. 

 

Payment Schedule and Processing Fees 

Commissions shall be paid based on the current information found in your affiliate account. “Pending” 

commissions are paid weekly on the Friday two weeks after the sale. Our merchant processor holds 

10% of each sale in reserve. This is the “Holdback” portion of your commissions. They are paid once 

our merchant processor releases the hold after 6-8 months to affiliates who are active, remain volume 

qualified and are in good standing. 

Fees incurred are paid by 1DayWorkWeek and are not deducted from your commissions. These fees 

include: 

Processing fee of 6.35% of the sale price 

Per Transaction fee of 79 cents 

Any fees associated with refunds or chargebacks will be paid by the affiliate receiving the 

commission on the product sale that is subject to a refund or chargeback. 

 

Refunds and Chargebacks 

1DayWorkWeek pays commissions on the sale of products and services. If a member requests a refund or 

charges back (i.e., notifies their credit card company that the charge was not authorized) any time after 

commissions have been paid, the company is put in a position of using sales that it did not truly make for 

purposes of calculating commissions. When this occurs, 1DayWorkWeek will draw back commissions from 

the next commission payment and apply any fees associated with the refund or chargeback. 

We want you, your customers and your prospects to feel comfortable about transacting business with 

1DayWorkWeek. Due to the accessibility of our products immediately upon purchase, there is a strict 30-day 

refund policy, which begins on the date of initial purchase. However, please be aware that credit card 

companies permit customers to file chargebacks for up to 4-6 months after purchase. 1DayWorkWeek’s 

customer support center does everything possible to prevent such incidences. 



 

  



Final Thoughts From J. Joshua… 
All legal disclaimers and “shop talk” aside, the team here at 1DayWorkWeek and I have complete 

confidence in the tools, training, support and systems that have been compiled to create the most powerful 

internet marketing tools available today. I want to be the first to welcome you to our family and express my 

excitement over your decision to embark on a voyage into personal growth toward financial freedom and to 

affirm that I believe that you have chosen the best possible support and knowledgebase as a starting point. 

While having a golden scepter does not make one a king, nor does having the most advanced products and 

services available for internet marketers, network marketers or affiliates automatically create a success 

story…but that’s where YOU come in! I believe that the 1DayWorkWeek program is the most innovative, 

responsive and cutting-edge way to unlock today’s global marketplace for a real opportunity, a real business 

with real results and that in the right hands, can create an empire. It is my sincere hope that the next set of 

hands to achieve this feat will be yours. 

Ultimately, your success will depend upon YOU. But your 1DayWorkWeek family will be there every step of 

the way to offer guidance, support and encouragement. Engaging with your mentors, asking questions along 

the way, and dedicating the time and energy to apply the techniques, resources and tools we have compiled 

for you is crucial. You will need to have a desire to grow personally and professionally…to hone and refine 

your business, yourself and your commitment all along the way. 

I truly hope that you empower yourself to use the 1DayWorkWeek and everything you are about to have laid 

at your feet to write the next success story and achieve more than you have ever dreamed. Building your 

own business is not easy, and is always a risk, but is more than worth it and the rewards can far outweigh 

the challenges. 

Again, welcome to our family…and I hope to see YOU at the top! 

 

J.Joshua 

 

  



Income Disclosure Statement 
 

ANY AND ALL CLAIMS OR REPRESENTATIONS, AS TO INCOME EARNINGS ON OUR WEBSITE OR 

ANY OTHER INFORMATON PRESENTED, ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION OF INCOME POTENTIAL 

PURPOSES ONLY AND CANNOT BE MISCONSTRUED AS AN INDICATOR OF YOUR SUCCESS, NOR 

AN INCOME GUARANTEE MADE BY 1DAYWORKWEEK. 

THE FIGURES USED IN OUR EXAMPLES ARE ACCURATE INCOME REPRESENTATIONS OF 

1DAYWORKWEEK AFFILIATES FROM CASE STUDIES; HOWEVER, ANY FIGURE REPRESENTED 

DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A GUARANTEE OF YOUR EARNINGS WITH 1DAYWORKWEEK. THEY ARE 

NOT TO BE CONSIDERED AS AVERAGE EARNINGS OR AS AN INDICATION OF YOUR OWN 

EARNINGS.  

AS WITH ANY BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, INDIVIDUAL RESULTS WILL VARY. YOU CAN MAKE LESS 

MONEY, NO MONEY OR MORE MONEY THAN IS ILLUSTRATED ON OUR WEBSITE AND 

INFORMATIONAL OUTLETS.  

THIS IS A LEGITIMATE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY AND NOT TO BE MISTAKEN FOR A “GET-RICH 

QUICK WITHOUT WORK” SCHEME. EARNINGS RESULTS ARE BASED UPON SEVERAL FACTORS, 

AS IN ANY BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. WE DO NOT HAVE A WAY OF PREDICTING HOW WELL YOU 

WILL DO; THEREFORE, WE CANNOT GUARANTEE ANY SUCCESS OR SUGGEST THAT YOU WILL 

GET RICH, THAT YOU WILL DO AS WELL AS OTHER AFFILIATES, OR MAKE ANY MONEY AT ALL. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES AND CORRESPONDING EARNINGS HAVE UNFORESEEN RISKS 

INVOLVED AND ARE NOT SUITABLE FOR EVERYONE. 

ALL DISCLOSURES AND DISCLAIMERS ON OUR SITE APPLY EQUALLY TO ANY OFFERS, PRIZES, 

OR INCENTIVES THAT MAY BE MADE BY US. 

YOU HEREBY AGREE THAT WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SUCCESS OR FAILURE OF 

YOUR BUSINESS. YOU FURTHER AGREE THAT BUSINESS RESULTS WILL VARY BASED UPON 

FACTORS 1DAYWORKWEEK CANNOT CONTROL, SUCH AS ACTUAL TIME INVESTED ON YOUR 

BEHALF, MARKET FLUCTUATIONS, EFFORT, LEADERSHIP SKILLS, APPLICATION AND USE OF 

MATERIALS SUPPLIED TO ENCOURAGE, BUT NOT GUARANTEE, SUCCESS, COMMUNICATION 

SKILLS, YOUR COMMITMENT LEVEL OR ANY OTHER MITIGATING FACTOR OUTSIDE OF 

PROVIDING THE PROMISED TOOLS, SUPPORT, TRAINING AND SYSTEMS THAT COMPRISES 

1DAYWORKWEEK’S OFFERINGS AND THAT THEREFORE, 1DAYWORKWEEK CANNOT BE HELD 

RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY OUTCOMES REGARDING YOUR BUSINESS. 

 

This document subject to change.  See our latest Compensation Plan PDF & Official Income Disclaimer at 

1DayWorkWeek.biz 

 


